The purpose of this note is to announce a functorial description of the Abel-Jacobi homomorphisms of [7] by means of a theory of cycle classes taking values in Deligne homology, which is part of a Poincaré duality theory satisfying the axioms of [3] on the category of all schemes of finite type over C. One consequence of this approach is that the cycle class map is an edge homomorphism in the coniveau spectral sequence, and so conjectures on the structure of the Chow groups, such as Bloch's conjecture [2] , can be interpreted in terms of the vanishing (or not) of differentials in this spectral sequence. This formalism, because of its distinction between homology and cohomology, may also give a good framework for studying specialization questions. Deligne cohomology was originally defined by Deligne for X a proper smooth variety (or manifold) over C:
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so there are exact sequences for p > 0:
( J p = pth Griffith's intermediate Jacobian [7] ; Hge p (X) is the group of integral (p,p) cohomology classes). A description of these groups may be found in [5] together with a construction of cycle classes in them. The extension of the theory to noncompact, possibly singular, varieties, or even simplicial schemes, was obtained independently (and probably first) by A. A. Beilinson [1] . The definition of Deligne homology was inspired by El-Zein's and Zucker's use of currents to prove the covariant functoriality of the Abel-Jacobi maps in [5] . J. King has also proved naturality of the Abel-Jacobi maps by more explicit methods [8] . However, neither [5] nor [8] describe theories with the full range of formal properties described here.
Let V be the category of schemes of finite type over C, V* the category of closed immersions Y -• X in "V with morphisms Cartesian squares as in [3] , and "V* the category of proper morphisms in V. 
where Ru+ is computed using Godement resolutions. Then define H v (Z.,D(s)) to be HP(t.,% (Y.)(s)). For X in V, HV{X,D{q)) is defined as H p \z^D{q)) for Z. a proper smooth hypercover of X, while H^X, D(q)) is constructed using the mapping cone of a map of hypercovers covering the inclusion (X -Y) -• X. If X is proper and smooth, Deligne homology is defined using currents as in [5] . For X proper and possibly singular, we take the double complex of currents associated to a hypercover of X, and for X nonproper, X -• X a compactification, we take H p (X 1 D(q)) = if p (X,X -X;D(q)). Cap products are defined using residues. Theorems 1 and 2 then follow using the techniques of [3 and 4] , except that contravariant functoriality is proved as it is for most theories of cycle classes by reducing to the case of intersections with Cartier divisors.
